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Heroes of the storm guide tyrande

You don't have enough reputation. You need at least 100 reputations to outvot someone. Play nicely and get your team to upvote you to gain a reputation. The complete Tyrande guide has everything you need to be able to play this hero, with the latest builds, tips, map advice and counters. While Tyrande
has some fleshy healing abilities, his other support skills really define him. He can increase the team damage output against the target by a whopping 25%, send the pet owl soaring out in order to make un stealth enemies and reveal obscure areas of the mini-map and fire up the damage-dealing stunner
as well. Mobility with this character is weak, however, and so does not want to head into battle unprepared. Tyrande strategy guide and review - January 2016Can not take your eyes off the ball for a minute when playing Tyrande and you need to adjust your style of play to find yourself in any position.
Your lane change ability is pretty poor, so you should focus on supporting your team if possible. In team fights, focus on protecting and healing your allies as you get scared with Hunter's Mark with the right opponent's target. Lunar Flare is essential for stopping AOE's healing effects in particular, although
note the slight delay in the skill of stun component. When focusing on mercenary camps and the like, keep your Sentinel in the direction of likely attack by stealth enemies to expose them. You lean very much towards a tactical support role rather than an open healer with this hero, and so you should have
the extra eyes and ears that your team otherwise wouldn't have. He always knows where his meatier teammates are, give them the support they need to do their best in battle and never get caught out on their own. Tyrande is so cheesy that he has been as good as condemning him to a respawn by being
stuck in an individual fight. Tyrande Full Healer/Support There are alternative builds out there that focus more on increasing the powers of your furry little friend, but we think this healer and team support-focused build is one to play with right now. Level 1 - Ranger's Mark - Reduce the Cooldown to Hunter's
Mark in 8 seconds. Level 4 - Shield - Activate the Allied Champion Shield for 15% of maximum health for 5 seconds. Level 7 - Battle Momentum - Basic attacks reduce ability recharge times by 0.5 seconds. Level 10 - Shadowstalk - Stealth all allied heroes and heal them in 256 over 8 seconds. At the end
of Shadowstalk, they get 100 healings. Level 13 - Overflowing Light - If above 50% Health, Light Elune Allied heal 35% increases. Level 16 - Trueshot Aura - Passively gives 15% basic attack damage to nearby allies. Level 20 - Storm Shield - Activate all nearby Allied heroes in the Shield for 20% of max
Health for 3 seconds. Tyrande has some fantastic skills that will really help him shine on the battlefield. A debuff and and Abilities speak for themselves, but it's her ability to scout out an obscure area of the map with her pet owl that really marks her as a supportive character. Weaving this skill into the
style of play - in the right way, at the right time - is an essential part of mastering this hero. Abilities Light of Elune (Q)- Heal yourself 340 (162 + 4% per level). If you cast an ally, you can cure them with 680 (323 + 4% per level) Health. Mana: 45, Recharge: 8 seconds. Sentinel (W)- Send an owl that travels
across the battlefield revealing his journey. Takes 380 damage (180 + 4% per level) to the first champion hit and reveals them for 5 seconds. Mana: 65, Recharge: 18 seconds. Lunar Flare (E)- After a short delay, deal 450 (214 + 4% per level) damage and stun enemies in the target area for 1 second.
Mana: 60, Recharge: 12 seconds. Heroic Abilities Shadowstalk (R) - Stealth all allied heroes and heal them in 561 (267 + 4% per level) in more than 8 seconds. At the end of Shadowstalk, they receive 220 healings (104 + 4% per level). Mana: 75, recharge: 50 seconds. Starfall (R)- Deal 141 (67 + 4%
level) damage per second and slow enemies by 20% in a given area. It lasts 8 seconds. Mana: 100, cooldown: 100 seconds. Trait Hunter's Mark (D) - Make an enemy vulnerable, increasing all damage taken by 25% and revealing them for 4 seconds. It cannot be used on structures. Cooldown: 20
seconds. We don't need to look very far at all to find different reviews of the best match-ups and counters for both the tyrande, so we tend to refer heroescounters to community reviews based on the large number of participants. Here's a quick summary of the most critical comparisons right now, although
it should be noted that this list can and will change over time. This snapshot will be updated after the following overviews of this article. Strong against- Abathur, Sgt. Hammer, ETC, Chen, The Butcher weak against- Illidan, Zeratul, Kerrigan, Falstad, Nova troops well- Diablo, Kerrigan, The Butcher, Nova,
Jaina Can have quite a sharp experience taking Tyrande into battle for the first time as you are very easily isolated and obliterated by the enemy team, and it will not win you much praise from your allies. However, there are some useful tips that will help you get a firmer start. If you have any suggestions
of your own to improve Tyrande as a player, let us know in the comments section below and we will add them to this article. Lunar Flare can be used to make a big impact to capture the fleeing enemy. Even if the Lunar Flare damage isn't enough, it often helps his teammate pick the last slice of their
health off. When taking down NPCs in a group, don't forget to fire your Sentinel in the likely direction of the approaching enemy, especially if you have a stealth character like Nova in the other team. Positioning and teamwork are essential for Game. You don't have a hard escape ability beyond your own
feet, so make sure Up with someone at all times and watch the distance from the enemy. Tempting though it's on top of your own health, it's more important to support your team - except Light of Elune if you have other players to support as well as yourself. In a team fight, drop Hunter's Mark into the
fattest tanky character in the other team and make sure your goal is your own most powerful character protective shield. There's a lot of juggling when playing Tyrande, so you're not expected to master the character overnight. Fightin' Cowboy's videos helped us with a huge amount of money as we
studied the game. Structures have changed with patches of balance and changing metagames, but the general principles remain the same. More great HotS guides: report this ad report, this ad that tyrande is a supportive hero that can provide a large amount of healing as long as you keep attacking your
target. With a strong single goal to heal and a valuable heroic that also provides healing over time, he is undoubtedly capable of healing on a par with the best advocates. Not only that, but he brings with him a powerful stunner, a lot of utility and innate ability that increases teams' damage by 15% to the
goal. With the right composition, you can easily keep any team alive, and while you'll always be vulnerable to dives -- like any support -- careful use of your stunner, continuous reconnaissance and Shadowstalk (if necessary) will make it hard to bring down. Updated: 19 August 2019 Arguments A versatile
and entertaining Hero Weak Mobility Powerful utility with his vision and attribute mana intense early play can increase teams' injury by 15% against a goal No regular healing unless you keep using basic attacks with a strong long-term stun (needs targeting practice!) Positioning is incredibly important to
maximize healing and damage If you are capable of basic attack, you can significantly reduce the cooldown on it to heal Sentinel no longer dealing great damage to Hunter's Mark (Trait) – This is a huge part of Tyrande's strength. He's the only hero who can reduce armor at level 1, and he can do so at no
mana cost. An early gank will have a much better chance of success with Tyrande involved and you have to use this team struggling to help the killers eliminate their targets as quickly as possible. Hunter's Mark also works with all his heners, camps and objectives making battlegrounds like Battlefield of
Eternity, Tyrande brings a free 15% damage increase against the target. Abilities Light of Elune (Q) – With two awards, and basic attacks and abilities reducing the cooldown on Light of Elune, it's an incredibly powerful cure. Not only does it provide an immediate explosion of healing, but it's also targeted
meaning you don't miss it. As long as you keep attacking enemies, you will always have a cure available. Sentinel (W) - Vision is extremely important as it Give vital information when deciding if you need to take a merc camp, challenge your boss or even just chase the kill. As long as you have the To do
this, use Sentinel as much as possible in critical locations to provide as much information as possible to your team. The damage by default is somewhat negligible, although due to the global range, you can use this ability to sniping enemies snipe that you just barely got away with. Lunar Flare (E) - With
this ability you can make or break the game tyrande. When used properly, lunar flare offers a little AoE stunner that can't be body-blocked, meaning enemies can't protect their killers. Due to latency, it is often useful to be able to track more reliable crowd control operations, although it may not be



necessary. Especially in the chaos of a team fight, it can be a simple matter to close the priority goal or interrupt an important channel. Shadowstalk (R) – Provided Tyrande and his team have an instant stealth, Shadowstalk can heal over time and aids Invisible if the stealth stays stationary. To mitigate a
large amount of damage or to attack the enemy team insensily, it is undoubtedly one of the strongest heroics in the game. Just aware of the fact that there is a long cooldown and healing is incredibly valuable, so don't always use it just to save your own skin. Starfall (R) - This heroic ability can completely
change the mood of any team fight. Not only does it offer a great AoE slow, but the damage will be extremely significant if enemies stand in it for a few more seconds. In a controlled area, you can deal a lot of damage, zone enemies away from a target, or split them up because of any scramble to get out
of the Starfall range. In almost every situation, it's a fantastic choice. Taking Starfall, however, significantly reduces survival and overall healing performance, making a decision wisely. Mark of Mending allows Tyrande to regain 2% of his maximum health back when attacking the enemy affected by
Hunter's Mark. Not only that, but all his allies will benefit from this buff, allowing him – as opposed to one goal – to be group-wide healer, as long as they hit the same goal. Level 4: Trueshot Aura Trueshot Aura allows Tyrande to instantly restore its attributes, but has increased basic attack damage by
20% for himself and those around him. If you're paired with raynor, it allows Tyrande to significantly increase damage. Level 7: Moolit Arrows moonlit arrows are a good talent when your opponents aren't stunning hard. The additional 0.25 seconds of reduced light elune the cooldown, each basic attack, is
significant and quickly adds up. This allows you to heal much more often, ensuring that you always have a healing hand. Variable: Stuns is a large part of Heroes of the Storm and celestial tuning tries to reduce efficiency. Casting Light of Elune is a hero who is shocked not only by removing it, but also by
taking off any slows or silences. against such as Uther, Muradin or Diablo, it can help tremendous. Just against a stun-heavy composition. Level 10: Shadowstalk taking Shadowstalk stealth stealth and give him a valuable escape and be able to heal the team over time. You can sneak into an
engagement, retire with it, and still heal by your Elune Light. It's great if you struggle to keep your team alive. Level 13: Harsh Moonlight Harsh Moonlight is ridiculously powerful and allows Tyrande to slow down a target by 40%, while reducing the damage they do by 40%. Shutting down a single target or
escaping pressure is pretty mandatory. Since Hunter's Mark threw himself at the victim, they're already dead. Level 16: Huntress' Fury Huntress' Fury increases the range of your property by 25%, but allows your attacks to splash from the victim. With the AOE pressure, it's absolutely amazing for the team
fight. Level 20: Iceblade Arrows increases Tyrande's base attack speed by 25%, Iceblade Arrows provides a much-needed ability to further reduce Light of Elune's cooldown. Iceblade Arrows reduces hero damage by 8% for each basic attack you attack and stacks up to 5 times. If you can use
Shadowstalk iceblade arrows, you can fire at ridiculously fast speeds. This list of tips and tricks is just a handful of things we think will help tyrande play. We will continue to add to the list if necessary and if you have any tips you would like to share, let us know in the comments below and we'll place them
here. 1. Hunter's Mark increases the damage from each source for 4 seconds. The 15% damage is huge and allows the team to explode almost every hero instantly. Select squishy targets if possible. 2. If you've cast Hunter's Mark on target, try to stun them with Lunar Flare to buy the team time to take
advantage of the injury multiplier. 3. During objective battlefields, such as Battlefield of Eternity, try hunter's mark ready for the immortals. It helps your team set them on fire incredibly quickly. 4. Light of Elune has a long cooldown if you do not use basic attacks. You have to keep firing on the enemy team
if you want to perform solid healing. 5. The cooldown on The Light of Elune decreases even when hitting henmen or mercenaries – not just heroes. If you're in the lane, be sure to hit them if you don't reach the enemy hero. 6. Sentinel always hit the first enemy you come into contact with. He's not going to
pierce me anymore. 7. Regularly use sentinel to scout all camps on the enemy side of the map. You need to know where the players are the whole time. 8. During a team fight and at level 13, try to save the Sentinel so that he can take advantage of your Harsh Moonlight talents. 9. Sometimes it's a good
idea to drop Sentinel off the spawn point if you've gone back to living in the Core, as you can quickly tap Z to install (and charge the mana without waiting). 10. Moon torch should always be used against key targets to either kill Enemies or defend against an ally. You can also pile on other stunners so you
should try to keep track like Diablo's Overpower for maximum effect. 11. Don't be afraid to use Shadowstalk early. The charging time is not low, but recovery over time does not take 10 seconds. To read the latest guides, news and features, visit Heroes of the Storm Game. Last Updated: Jan 02, 2020
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